
ISOMORPHISMS OF SIMPLE RINGS 
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1. Let A be a simple ring with minimum condition, and Bu Bi, and C be 
regular subrings of A such that Bi > C, i = 1, 2. A pair of isomorphisms at of 
Bi into A such that o-*|C is the identity, and that B&i are regular subrings of 
A (i = 1, 2), is called compatible if o"i|5i P\ £ 2 = o-2|i3i ^ ^2. Here a\X means 
the restriction of a to X. Bialynicki-Birula has proved some necessary and 
sufficient conditions that every compatible pair (<7i, a2) has a common extention 
to an automorphism a of A (1 ). When A is a division ring, he shows that the 
linear disjointness of the division subrings Bx and B2 is necessary and almost 
sufficient for the existence of a common extension of any compatible pair. In 
this note we extend this result to simple rings with minimum condition and 
point out that his general necessary and sufficient conditions are valid for 
continuous transformation rings. 

2. Let A be a continuous transformation ring, that is, A = L(M, N), 
where M is a (right) vector space over a division ring D and N is a (left) 
total subspace of the full dual of M. If s is a unit in A we denote by Is the 
inner automorphism x —-» s~1xs of A. Let G be an automorphism group of A. 
We denote by AG the fixed subring of G, G° the normal subgroup of all inner 
automorphisms belonging to G, and by TG the subring generated by all linear 
transformations 5 such that Is Ç G°. The group G is called complete if for every 
unit 5 Ç r G , 7S £ G°. The product of the index [G : G0] and the dimension 
[TG : Z] is called the reduced order of G. An automorphism group G is called 
regular if it is complete, having finite reduced order, and if TG is simple. When 
G is regular, TG is the centralizer in A of the fixed subring AG : TG = Z(A, AG). 
Here Z(A, X) denotes the centraliser of X in A ; Z = Z{A, A). A subring C 
of the ring 4̂ is called regular if it is the fixed subring of a regular automor
phism group. We have the following fundamental theorems of Galois theory 
due to Rosenberg and Zelinsky (4). 

(a) Let A be a continuous transformation ring, Go a regular group of auto
morphisms of A, and Co the fixed ring under Go. Then we have the usual fixed 
ring - Galois group correspondence as a 1-1 correspondence between regular sub
groups G of Go and continuous transformation subrings C of A that contain Co 
and have simple centralizer s Z(A, C) in A. 

(b) Let A, C, Co be as in (a). Then every isomorphism a of C into A which 
is the identity on Co can be extended to an automorphism of A if Co- has simple 
centralizer Z{A, Co) in A. 
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If C is a subring of A, we denote by G(A/C) the group of C-automorphisms 
of A. If C is regular and X is a subset of C, we denote by G(C, A/X) the set 
of X-isomorphisms a of C into 4̂ such that Ca has simple centralizer in A. 

THEOREM 1. Let C be a Galois subring of the continuous transformation ring 
A, and let Bx, B2 be regular subrings between C and A. Then the following five 
statements are equivalent: 

(1) G(A/B2)\B1 = G(B1,A/B1C\B2). 
(2) Every compatible pair (<rh <r2), where at Ç G{BU A/C), i = 1,2, has a 

common extension a 6 G (A/C). 
(3) G(A/BXC\B2) = G(A/B2)-G(A/B1). 
(4) G(A/BX)\B2 = G(B2,A/BxnB2). 
(5) G(A/B1C\B2) = G(A/B1)-G(A/B2). 

If the five conditions are satisfied and if the centre Z of A is infinite, then the 
subring Bxr\B2 is regular whose centralizer Z(A, BXC\ B2) is either Z(A, Bx) 
or Z(A,B2). 

Proof. When A is a simple ring with minimum condition, Bialynicki-Birula 
proves the equivalence of (l)-(5) and their consequence that Z(A, Bx P\ i?2) 
is either Z(A, Bx) or Z{A, B2). His proof, which depends only on the funda
mental theorems of Galois theory and the simplicity of TG, can be applied 
verbatim to the case of continuous transformation rings. It follows from the 
simplicity of Z{A, Bx C\ B2) that the group G(A/Bx C\ B2) is regular. Then 

Bi C\ B2 < AG(A/Bl~B^ = AG{A,B^-G^A,B^ < AG{A/B^ r \ AG(A/B^ = Bxr\B2 

is the fixed subring of the regular group G(A/BX C\ B2) and is regular. 

3. Now, let A be a simple ring with minimum condition, and C a 
regular subring with the Galois group G = G(A/C). We consider A as a left 
C-module. Then G and the ring Ar of right multiplications are C-endomor-
phisms of A. Hence, GAr is a subring of the ring EC{A) of C-endomorphisms 
of A. In (1; (i), (ii), and (iv)), Bialynicki-Birula shows that EC(A) and GAT 

have the same finite dimension over A r. Hence we have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1. EC{A) = GAr. 

We can also consider A as a right A -module. The centralizer of A r is the 
ring of left multiplications A h Therefore, the centralizer of the (C, A)-module 
A is Z(A, C) i. Since C is a regular subring, Z(A, C) is a simple ring with 
minimum condition. Hence, the left Z(A, C)-module A is free of finite dimen
sion. The (C, A)-submodules of A are right ideals; therefore, the (C, A)-
module A satisfies the minimum condition. Since the counter-module is of 
finite type, the ring Cf (g) A satisfies the minimum condition, where C' is the 
opposite of C and the tensor product is taken over the field 

F = Z{Cf)C\Z = Z{C)C\Z 
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(cf. 2; Prop. 8 p. 26). The subfield Fis Galois in Z, for it is the fixed field of the 
finite automorphism group G\Z. Hence Z(C) ® Z is a direct sum of a finite 
number of fields and the ring C ® A is semi-simple with minimum condition. 

Let u be an irreducible idempotent in Z(A, C). Then uA is an irreducible 
(C, A)-module, for its centralizer is isomorphic with the division ring 
uZ(A, C)u. If uly u2 are irreducible idempotents in Z(A, C), then there are 
matrix units utj in Z(A, C) such that UijUn = uu i,j = 1, 2. Then U\ —» u2\ 
induces a (C, ̂ 4)-isomorphism of U\A with u2A. To summarize, we have the 
following lemma. 

LEMMA 2. The ring A is a homogeneous completely reducible (C, A)-module. 

Let Bi, B2 be regular subrings between A and C. Form the groups 
^ i OBin^ ^2 and B\B2. We call the map Ylxi ® y% ~^ H^iJi the natural 
homomorphism of B\ ®Blr\B.2 B2 onto B±B2. We say that Bi is linearly disjoint 
from B2 if the natural homomorphism of Bi ®BlnB2 Bz onto B\B2 is an iso
morphism. The subrings B\ and B2 are said to be linearly disjoint if each is 
linearly disjoint from the other. 

THEOREM 2. Let A be a simple ring with minimum condition, C a Galois 
subring, and let Bh B2 be regular subrings between A and C. Suppose that the 
centre Z of A is infinite. Then every compatible pair (ai, a2), where at Ç 
G{Bif A/C), i = 1,2, has a common extension a 6 G(A/C) if and only if the 
subrings Bh B2 are linearly disjoint and either Z{A, B\ C\ B2) — Z(A, Bi) or 
Z(A,B1r\B2) = Z(A,B2). 

Proof, (i) Necessity. Suppose that (Bh B2) satisfies Condition (2) of Theorem 
1. Then, by Theorem 1, G(A/BX C\ B2) = G(A/B1)-G(A/B2) and Bx H B2 is 
a regular subring of A whose centralizer is either Z(A, Bi) or Z(A, B2). Hence 
A is a completely reducible left Bi O J52-module and Bi is a direct summand 
of A. Then every J5X P\ 52-homomorphism of Bi into A can be extended to a 
B\ C\ ^2-endomorphism of A. It follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 that 
the set of B\ C\ 52-homomorphisms of B\ into A is 

G{A/B1r\B2)Ar\B1 = G(A/B1)'G(A/B2)Ar\B1 = G(A/B*)Ar\Bi. 

Therefore every B\ C\ ^^homomorphism of Bi into A is the restriction to Bi 
of a J32-endomorphism of A. It follows that B2 is linearly disjoint from Bh 

and, by symmetry, B\, B2 are linearly disjoint. 
(ii) Sufficiency. Suppose that B2 is linearly disjoint from B\ and that 

Z(A,BXC\B2) = Z(A,B2). Then any Bx C\ £2-homomorphism of Bx into A 
can be extended to a i?2-homomorphism of B2Bi into A. Since A is a com
pletely reducible left i?2-module, a 52-homomorphism of B2B\ into A is the 
restriction to B2Bx of a £2-endomorphism of A. Then the group EBlnB2(Bi, A) 
of Bi r\ J32-homomorphisms of B\ into A is G(K/B2)Ar\Bi. 

The group EBlnB2(Bi, A) can be considered as a left ^i-module and a right 
A -module. As a (Bh A) -module, it is completely reducible, for 
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EBlf\B2(B1, A) — llaeGUlBz) (TAT\B\ 

and each aAT\B\ is a completely reducible (Bh ^4)-module by Lemma 2. Let a 
be an isomorphism belonging to G(Bh A/Bi f~^ B2). Then there are au . . . , am 

in G(A/B2) such that 
m 

<rAr C ]T) cr^4r|J3i. 

By the complete reducibility of EBlc\B2(Bu A), an irreducible component of 
crAr is (J5i, ^4)-isomorphic with, say, an irreducible component of <riAr\B}. 
Since aAr and <7î 4r|J3i are homogeneous of equal dimension over B\ ® A 
{B\ is the opposite of B\ and the tensor product is taken over Z(Bi) O Z), 
a A r is (51, A) -isomorphic with a\Ar\Bi. Let h be a (J5i,/I)-isomorphism of 
0-̂ 4 r onto o"i^4r|̂ x and let ah = aiar\BL. Then, for any b in Bh we have 

{bTa)h = bT{ah) = braidr\Bi = a1[(bai)a]r\B1 

and 

(bTa)h = [a(ba)r]h = (ah)(ba)r = a\[a{ba)]r\Bu 

It follows that (bai)a = a(ba) for any b Ç Bu If 6 G B1 C\ B2, then & = bax = ba 
and, consequently, a is a unit in Z ( i , 5 i n 5 2 ) . Since it is assumed that 
Z(A,Blr\B2) = Z(A,B2), we have a = aJa\B1 £ G U / £ 2 ) | £ i . Therefore 
G(B1,A/B1nB2) = G(^/B2) |Bi . 
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